Abstract. For topological dynamical systems (X, T, σ) which admit an equicontinuous factor π : (X, T, σ) → (Y, T, δ) the Ellis semigroup E(X) is an extension of Y by its subsemigroup E f ib (X) of elements which preserve the fibres of π. We establish methods to compute E f ib (X) and apply them to systems arising from bijective substitutions. The corresponding semigroups are not tame.
Introduction
A topological dynamical system (X, T, σ) is a topological space X together with a continuous action σ of a group T . In this article we will always make the additional assumptions that X is a compact metrisable space and T is an abelian group. When the action or the group is understood we write also (X, T ) or (X, σ) for the dynamical system.
The Ellis semigroup E(X, T ) (or simply E(X)) of a dynamical system (X, T ) is the compactification of the group action in the topology of pointwise convergence on the space of all functions from X to X. It is a left topological semigroup. Its topological and algebraic structure reflect dynamical properties and have consequently been studied much in the past. For instance, the Ellis semigroup of a dynamical system is semi-topological (multiplication is continuous in the left and in the right variable) if and only if the system is weakly almost periodic, and the Ellis semigroup is metrisable if and only if the system is hereditary non sensitive. See, for instance, [12] for an overview on these results.
One topological property which has recently incited a lot of interest is tameness: E(X) (or the dynamical system (X, T )) is tame if E(X) is the sequential compactification of the action, that is, each element of E(X) is a limit of a sequence, as opposed to a limit of a net, of homeomorphisms coming from the group action. This can be expressed purely using cardinality: E(X) is tame if and only if its cardinality is at most that of the continuum [13] . Tameness implies, for instance, the following dynamical property [10] : If a compact metrisable minimal system with abelian group action is tame, then it is a µ-almost one to one extension of its maximal equicontinuous factor. Here µ is the unique ergodic probability measure on the maximal equicontinuous factor of (X, T ) and the above characterisation means that the set of points in the maximal equicontinuous factor which have a unique pre-image under the factor map has full µ-measure. In particular tameness implies that the coincidence rank is 1 (see Definition 3.1).
In contrast, dynamical systems arising from bijective substitutions never have coincidence rank 1 (see Section 4.1). The Ellis semigroup of these dynamical systems form part of our study.
Systematic investigations focussing on the algebraic structure of E(X) are to our knowledge, restricted to the question of when E(X) is a group, or when it has a single minimal left ideal. E(X) is a group if and only if (X, T ) is distal (proximality is trivial), and E(X) has a single minimal left ideal if and only if proximality is transitive (see, for instance, [3] ). Recently, the Ellis semigroups of the dynamical systems arising from almost canonical projection method tilings have been computed in full detail [1, 2] . They are all disjoint unions of groups. Semigroups which are disjoint unions of groups are precisely those which are completely regular, which means that every element admits a generalised inverse with which it commutes. An interesting question arises: which dynamical systems have completely regular Ellis semigroups?
Motivated by this question, and the desire to obtain explicit examples of Ellis semigroups for dynamical systems which are not tame (dynamical systems of almost canonical projection method tilings are tame [1] ), we develop in this work an algorithm to calculate the Ellis semigroup of the dynamical system arising from a bijective substitution θ. Our strategy is as follows. The dynamical system (X θ , Z, σ) associated to the substitution θ, of length ℓ, admits the adding machine with ℓ digits (Z ℓ , Z, +1) as an equicontinuous factor. Therefore its Ellis semigroup fits in an exact sequence of semigroups
where E f ib (X θ ) is the subsemigroup of functions which preserve the fibres of the factor map. It contains a unit, namely the identity map Id. The fibre over 0 ∈ Z ℓ plays a special role, because under additional assumptions E f ib (X θ ) is determined by its restriction to that fibre. This restriction, which we denote E f ib 0 (X θ ), is equal to a completely simple semigroup Σ θ with an identity added. Σ θ is thus a union of groups which are all isomorphic; we call this group the structure group of θ and denote it by G θ . We obtain the following result:
Let θ be a (primitive, aperiodic) bijective substitution. If E f ib 0 (X θ ) (or, equivalently, Σ θ ) is generated by its idempotents, then E f ib (X θ ) is isomorphic to the set of all functions over the orbit space Z ℓ /Z which, on the orbit of 0 take value in E f ib 0 (X θ ), whereas on all other orbits take values in G θ . Here the multiplication on the set of functions is pointwise.
We emphasize that this is an algebraic isomorphism between semigroups, but not a topological one. But it makes clear where the nontameness comes from: whereas the restrictions of E f ib (X θ ) to individual fibres are finite semigroups, it is the fact that E f ib (X θ ) consists of all possible functions over the orbit space which implies that the cardinality of E f ib (X θ ) is larger than that of the continuum. The above result is an application of a more general one (Theorem 3.5) which only requires that the dynamical system admits an equicontinuous factor whose fibres, except those of one orbit, are all regular (distal) and have finite size, and for which the restriction of E f ib (X) to a singular fibre is generated by its idempotents.
We have furthermore a very explicit description of what we call the structural semigroup of the substitution, Σ θ = E f ib 0 (X θ )\{Id} in terms of matrix semigroups. A bijective substitution can be described by a finite ordered set of bijections θ 0 , · · · , θ ℓ−1 on a finite alphabet. We may arrange the substitution in such a way that θ 0 and θ ℓ−1 are equal to the identity. It turns out that the structure group G θ is the group generated by the bijections θ i . We define the R-set of the substitution to be the set I θ = {θ i θ
With these definitions, we obtain the explicit Rees representation of Σ θ (see Section 2.2):
Let θ be a (primitive, aperiodic) bijective substitution. Then Σ θ is isomorphic to the matrix semigroup M[G θ ; I θ , Λ; A] where Λ = {±} and the sandwich matrix A = (a λ,i ) λ∈Λ,i∈I θ is equal to a +,i = 1, a −,i = i −1 .
The above two theorems give a full and explicit picture of E f ib (X θ ) in case Σ θ is generated by its idempotents. The full Ellis semigroup E(X θ ) is, however, only implicitly given by the exact sequence (1.1).
Our work is related to recent work of Staynova [21] , in which she computes the minimal idempotents of the Ellis semigroup for dynamical systems of bijective substitutions θ that are an AI extension of their maximal equicontinuous factor. In other words, (X θ , σ) is an isometric extension, via f : X θ → X φ , of a constant length substitution shift (X φ , σ), which is in turn an almost one-to-one extension, via π max : X φ → X max , of its maximal equicontinuous factor. Martin [17] characterises the bijective substitutions that are AI extensions of their maximal equicontinuous factor using a combinatorial property on the set of two-letter valid words for θ, namely that they are partitioned into sets according to what indices they appear at, as we scan all fixed points. Staynova uses the functoriality of the Ellis semigroup construction, namely that a map between dynamical systems induces a semigroup morphism between their Ellis semigroups, and the fact that the Ellis semigroup of an equicontinuous system is a group, thus having exactly one idempotent. Using Martin's combinatorial condition, she first computes the preimages of that idempotent in E(X φ ). Apart from the identity map, all pre-images are minimal idempotents and live in the unique minimal left ideal. She then pulls this information up through the factor map f to find that each of these minimal idempotents has two preimages, one for each minimal left ideal in E(X θ ).
Our work goes beyond the results of Staynova in several respects. First, our techniques apply to all bijective substitutions. Indeed it is easy to define substitutions that do not satisfy Martin's criterion, so that their dynamical systems are not AI extensions of their maximal equicontinuous factor (see Example 4.12). Second, we do not only determine the idempotents, but also their algebraic structure by providing the Rees representation of the action of the elements of E(X θ ) which preserve the set of θ-fixed points. Third, under additional asumptions, we determine in Theorem 3.5 the complete algebraic structure of the subsemigroup of fibre-preserving maps of E(X θ ).
In Section 2 we provide the necessary background on semigroups and the Ellis semigroup E(X). In Section 3 we study the part of E(X) which preserves fibres of an equicontinuous factor map. We give an explicit description of the fibre preserving part, in the case when the system has one singular fibre and where the idempotents on that fibre generate the semigroup Σ θ of elements of E(X) that fix that fibre. Finally, in Section 4, we study in detail the Ellis semigroup of a bijective substitution dynamical system, and give an algorithm that computes Σ θ .
Preliminaries
The literature on the algebraic aspects of semigroups is vast and, although our work is partly based on now classical results from the the forties we provide some background to the reader. This can all be found in [14] . We then recall the basic definitions and results on the Ellis semigroup of topological dynamical systems.
Semigroups and normal inverses.
A semigroup is a set S with an associative binary operation. We denote this binary operation multiplicatively. S may have an identity element. The semigroups we consider here will, however, never have a 0 element.
A normal inverse to s ∈ S is an element t ∈ S such that sts = s, tst = t and st = ts. A general element in a general semigroup need not admit a normal inverse, but if it exists, it is unique. We may therefore denote it by s −1 . A semigroup is called completely regular if every element admits a normal inverse. Completely regular semigroups have been studied in great detail [20] . They are exactly the semigroups which may be written as disjoint unions of groups, i.e. S = i G i such that multiplication restricted to G i defines a group structure. The normal inverse of s ∈ G i is then its group inverse in G i .
2.2.
Simple semigroups and Rees matrix form. Of particular importance in the analysis of a semigroup are its idempotents and its ideals. An idempotent of a semigroup S is an element p ∈ S satisfying pp = p. The set of idempotents of S is partially ordered via p ≤ q if p = pq = qp. An idempotent is called minimal if it is minimal w.r.t. the above order. In general, we cannot expect a semigroup to have minimal idempotents. For instance (Z + , +) is a semigroup without minimal idempotents.
A (left, right, or bilateral) ideal of a semigroup S is a subset I ⊂ S satisfying SI ⊂ I, IS ⊂ I, or SI ∪ IS ⊂ I respectively. The different kind of ideals will play different roles below. When we simply say ideal we always mean bilateral ideal. A semigroup is called simple if it does not have any proper ideal, and left simple if it does not have any proper left ideal. Note that a left simple semigroup is simple.
(Left, right, or bilateral) ideals are ordered by inclusion. A minimal (left, right, or bilateral) ideal is a minimal element w.r.t. this order, that is, a (left, right, or bilateral) ideal is minimal if it does not properly contain another (left, right, or bilateral) ideal. In general, we cannot expect to have minimal ideals, but their existence in our specific context will be guaranteed for by compactness, see below.
Whereas the intersection of two left ideals may be empty, this is not the case for the intersection of two bilateral ideals, or the intersection of a left ideal with a bilateral ideal. Hence a minimal bilateral ideal, if it exists, is unique. It is also called the kernel of S.
Let S be a semigroup, let I and Λ be non-empty sets, and let A = (a λi ) i∈I,λ∈Λ be a Λ × I matrix with entries from S. Then the matrix semigroup M[S; I, Λ; A] is the set I × S × Λ together with the multiplication (2.1) (i, g, λ)(j, h, µ) = (i, ga λj h, µ).
A completely simple semigroup is a simple semigroup which has minimal idempotents. We have the following characterisation of completely simple semigroups. 
λi , λ). In particular, a completely simple semigroup is completely regular.
Different choices of A may lead to isomorphic matrix semigroups. Indeed, one has the freedom to multiply any row of A from the left and, independently, any column of A from the right by an element of G to obtain a sandwich matrix which defines an isomorphic semigroup. It is therefore possible to normalise A in such a way that one of its rows and one of its columns contains only the identity element of G.
2.2.1. Examples of matrix semigroups. We consider particular examples of matrix semigroups which will play a major role later. Let G be a finite group with identity element 1 and I ⊂ G be a subset which generates G. Let Λ = {+, −} be a set of two elements. Define the
Since Λ is always the same, A depends only on I, and G is generated by I we abbreviate
1 Recall that we excluded the case that S has a 0-element. For semigroups with 0-element there is an analogous but slightly different characterisation [14] .
with A as above. M[I] has 2|I||G| elements of which 2|I| are idempotents.
Note that A is normalised only if 1 ∈ I which is not always the case. LetÃ = (ã λi ) λi withã
and where g 0 = 1 if 1 ∈ I and any element from I otherwise. ThenÃ is normalised. Given I let Γ be the group generated by gh −1 , g, h ∈ I. The following lemma shows that Γ is the Rees structure group of the subsemigroup generated by the idempotents. 
λnin , λ n ) By construction, allã λi and their inverses belong to Γ. On the other hand, if g, h ∈ I then gh −1 =ã For example, let X be a metrizable space. The set of functions X → X with the topology of pointwise convergence is perhaps the simplest example of a left-topological semigroup, the semi-group product being composition of functions.
Given a dynamical system (X, T, σ) the family of homeomorphisms {σ t |t ∈ T } is a subsemigroup of the set of all functions X → X. Its closure, denoted E(X, T, σ), or simply E(X) if the rest is understood, is still a semigroup, called the Ellis semigroup (or enveloping semigroup) of the dynamical system. Since X is compact the set of all functions X → X is compact in the topology of pointwise convergence and so E(X, T, σ) is a compact left topological semigroup, by construction.
The Ellis semigroup is closely related to the proximality relation. Given a metric d on X which generates the topology, a pair of points
The proximal relation does not depend on the choice of metric (which generates the topology). Its relation with the Ellis semigroup is the following: Theorem 2.3. [3, Chapter 3, Proposition 8] Let E(X) be the Ellis semigroup of a dynamical system (X, T ). Two points x and y are proximal if and only if there exists f ∈ E(X) such that f (x) = f (y).
In particular we see that, given any idempotent p ∈ E(X) and x ∈ X, the points p(x) and x are proximal.
Compactness of E(X) underlies the following important result. The proof of the first two statements can be found in [3] and the last one in [11] . Theorem 2.4. E(X) admits a left minimal ideal. Moreover, all minimal left ideals are compact and contain idempotents. The minimal idempotents of E(X) are precisely the idempotents in its minimal left ideals.
The structure of the minimal left ideals of E(X) is well known. Denote by J L is the set of idempotents of a minimal left ideal L.
A proof can be found in [3, Chapter 6, Lemma 1] but this also follows from the Rees structure theorem, as a minimal left ideal must be left simple, and hence is a simple semigroup with a single left ideal. Since L has idempotents, it is even completely simple. Corollary 2.6. Let p ∈ E be a minimal idempotent. pEp is a group. Different choices of p lead to isomorphic groups.
Proof. We have pEp = pLp where L is the minimal ideal containing p. That the different groups pEp are isomorphic can also be found in [3, Chapter 6] or quickly derived from the Rees matrix form of the kernel of E which is the union of its minimal left ideals.
2.4.
Complete regularity for Z-actions. In this section we provide a criterion for complete regularity of the Ellis semigroup for T = Z actions.
Since the union of the closure of two sets is the closure of their union we can decompose
where E(X, Z ± ) is the closure of {σ t |t ∈ Z ± }. This allows us to compute the elements of E(X, Z) by looking independently, forward in "time", and backward in 'time".
We say that two points x, x ′ ∈ X are forward proximal if
We say that two points x, x ′ ∈ X are forward asymptotic if
Similarily, we define backward proximality and asymptoticity using σ
in place of σ. Clearly sequences which are forward asymptotic are forward proximal.
Lemma 2.7. Let (X, Z, σ) be a dynamical system for which forward proximality agrees with forward asymptoticity. Then E(X, Z + ) has a unique minimal left ideal and contains besides this ideal only Z + .
Proof. An element f ∈ E + \Z + is the limit of a generalised sequence (σ tν ) ν , t ν ∈ Z + which is not in Z + . Hence the generalised sequence (t ν ) ν has the property that for any finite N ∈ Z + there exists ν 0 such that t ν ≥ N for all ν > ν 0 . In particular, if x and y are forward asymptotic points then lim ν d(σ ν (x), σ ν (y)) = 0, and hence f (x) = f (y).
is also a compact semi-topological semigroup and hence has minimal left ideals and minimal idempotents. Furthermore, x, y ∈ X are forward proximal if and only if there exists f ∈ E(X,
For any x ∈ X, p(x) is forward proximal to x, and by our assumption therefore forward asymptotic to x. This implies that if f ∈ E + \Z + , then f (p(x)) = f (x). Since x was arbitrary we find f = f p.
This identity shows that any f ∈ E + \Z + lies in the ideal generated by the idempotent p. If p is minimal then this ideal is a minimal left ideal. Since p can be any minimal idempotent there can only be one minimal left ideal.
Corollary 2.8. Let (X, Z, σ) be a dynamical system for which forward proximality agrees with forward asymptoticity and backward proximality agrees with backward asymptoticity. Then E(X, Z) is completely regular.
Proof. Since minimal left ideals are completely regular, the last lemma shows that E(X, Z + ) is completely regular. E(X, Z) is thus a union of completely regular sub-semigroups. Hence any element of E(X, Z) has an inverse with which it commutes.
Equicontinuous factors and the structure of E(X).
A dynamical system (X, T, σ) is called equicontinous if the family of homeomorphisms {σ t , t ∈ T } is equicontinuous. If the action is transitive then this is the case if and only if, for any choice of x 0 ∈ X there is an abelian group structure on X (denoted additively) such that x 0 is the identity element and σ t (x) = x + σ t (x 0 ) − x 0 . This group structure is topological.
Moreover, for a minimal equicontinuous system and w.r.t. the above group structure on X, ev x 0 : E(X) → X is an isomorphism of topological groups, where ev x 0 is evaluation at the point x 0 ∈ X, ev
An equicontinuous factor is a factor π : (X, T, σ) → (Y, T, δ) such that (Y, T, δ) is equicontinuous. As with any factor map, π induces a continuous semigroup morphism π * : E(X)
) where x is any pre-image of y under π. As (Y, δ) is equicontinuous ev y 0 : E(Y ) → Y is a semigroup isomorphism where y 0 is the identity element in Y . We denote byπ : E(X) → Y the composition ev y 0 • π * , which is also a continuous surjective semigroup morphism.
Define E f ib (X) to be the subsemigroup of E(X) which consists of those elements which preserve the π-fibres. In other words, E f ib (X) is the kernel of the continuous semigroup morphismπ. In particular E f ib (X) is a closed subsemigroup and we have an exact sequence of semigroups
Knowledge of E f ib (X) and Y does not determine E(X) completely. If we have a split section, that is, a morphism of semigroups s : Y → E(X) which is a right inverse toπ, then we can realise E(X) as a semidirect product
In our applications to bijective substitutions we do not have such a morphism, but we are able to say something about E f ib (X).
3. The fibre-preserving part E f ib (X)
In this section we describe the fibre-preserving part of E(X) for dynamical systems which factor onto an equicontinuous system. Let π : (X, σ) → (Y, δ) be an equicontinuous factor. A point y ⊂ Y is regular (for π) if the proximal relation restricted to the preimage π −1 (y) is trivial. Otherwise we call the point singular (for π).
Definition 3.1. Let π : (X, σ) → (Y, δ) be an equicontinuous factor. The minimal rank r π of the factor π is the smallest possible cardinality |π −1 (y)| of a fibre, y ∈ Y . The coincidence rank cr π (y) of the fibre y ∈ 2 Indeed, the product on
Y is the smallest possible cardinality a subset of π −1 (y) can have, which contains only pairwise non-proximal elements. We say that the system (X, σ) is a unique singular orbit system if it admits an equicontinuous factor which has a single orbit of singular points.
If the system (X, σ) is minimal, then the coincidence rank of an equicontinuous factor can be shown to be independent of y and so cr π = cr π (y) is the coincidence rank of the factor π : (X, σ) → (Y, δ). If the factor is not spectified then the coincidence rank is meant to be the coincidence rank of the maximal equicontinuous factor. See [2] for details and a context. Not every system contains regular fibres. It can be shown that for minimal systems with finite coincidence rank for the maximal equicontinuous factor, the maximal equicontinuous factor contains a regular fibre if and only if the system is point distal i.e. contains a point x that is proximal only to itself [2] , and if that is the case, any other equicontinuous factor must also contain regular fibres. (Since this is a side remark we don't include a proof.) Lemma 3.2. If the minimal rank r π of the equicontinuous factor Y of a minimal system is finite and the factor contains some regular fibre then y ∈ Y is regular if and only if |π
Proof. Let y 0 be a regular point. Then cr π = |π −1 (y 0 )|. It follows that cr π ≥ r π . On the other hand, since r π is finite there exists a point y 1 for which r π = |π −1 (y 1 )|. Clearly cr π (y 1 ) ≤ |π −1 (y 1 )|. Hence cr π = r π . Thus all points of a regular fibre must be pairwise non-proximal, and moreover, a fibre cannot contain more than r π pairwise non-proximal points.
We now study the fibre-preserving part of the Ellis semigroup. To simplify the notation we drop the reference to X and denote it by E f ib . Let E f ib y be the restriction of E f ib to the fibre π −1 (y). We can think of this as a representation of E f ib by maps on the space π −1 (y) and view an element f ∈ E f ib as a functionf on Y which, evaluated at y is the restriction of f to π −1 (y),f (y)(x) = f (x) for x ∈ π −1 (y). Since the elements of E commute with the action σ of T the functionsf have to be covariant in the sense that
denote the set of functions on Y whose values at y ∈ Y belong to E f ib y . Then the above says that E f ib can be viewed as a subset of {f ∈ y∈Y E f ib y :f (δ t (y)) = σ tf (y)σ −t , t ∈ T }. In Theorem 3.5 we show that, under certain assumptions, we also have the other inclusion. Lemma 3.3. Let π : (X, σ) → (Y, δ) be an equicontinuous factor with finite minimal rank. Let f ∈ E f ib be an element which acts on the singular fibres as an idempotent. Then some power f N of f acts as f on the singular fibres and trivially on the regular fibres.
Proof
where s(z) −1 is the group inverse to s(z). Although we do not include this in our notation, it must be kept in mind that Φ y 2 y 1 depends on the choice of lift. Since s(δ t (y)) = σ t s(y) we have Φ 
Idempotents must act like the identity on a regular fibre, as can be seen as follows: The points p(x) and x are proximal. In a regular fibre this can only be the case if p(x) = x. Hence pE f ib
Let s : Y → pEp be a right inverse toπ : pEp → Y . s(z) restricts to a map from pπ −1 (y) → pπ −1 (y + z) whose inverse is the restriction of
We denote the group determined up to isomorphism by Lemma 3.4 by G π . We cannot expect the isomorphisms to be canonical, neither that they are continuous, except if y 1 and y 2 belong to the same orbit.
We denote by J the set of all idempotents of E and by J the semigroup it generates. Clearly J ⊂ E f ib .
Theorem 3.5. Let (X, σ) be a minimal system which admits an equicontinuous factor π : (X, σ) → (Y, δ) with a unique orbit of singular fibres. Suppose that the minimal rank of π is finite. Let y 0 be a point in the
f ib such that p acts as p 0 on the singular fibre π −1 (y 0 ). Since only the orbit of y 0 consists of singular fibres, and p commutes with T we see that p acts as an idempotent on all singular fibres. By Lemma 3.3 we may thus assume that p acts trivially on all regular fibres, that is, p ∈ J. In fact, J 0 ∋ p 0 → p ∈ J defined as above is a one-to-one correspondence.
By hypothesis, the subsemigroup generated by J 0 is all of E f ib y 0
. Hence the correspondance J 0 ∋ p 0 → p ∈ J extends to an injective homomorphism E f ib y 0
f ib whose image is J . Moreover, J is the subsemigroup of elements of E f ib which act trivially on all regular fibres.
Let f ∈ J and y ∈ Y be regular. As explained above f acts nontrivially only on the fibres of the T -orbit of y 0 . Hence the map Φ 
and trivially elsewhere. Thus for any k and any choice of k points y 1 , · · · , y k in distinct orbits and any choice of k + 1 elements ϕ i ∈ E f ib y i , i = 0, · · · , k there exists an element of E f ib which acts like σ t ϕ i σ −t on π −1 (δ t (y i )), i = 0, · · · , k, t ∈ T , and trivially elsewhere. By definition of the topology of pointwise convergence and since covariance is a closed relation, the closure of the set of these elements is {f
is the kernel of a continuous semigroup morphism, it is closed and thus contains {f ∈ y∈Y E f ib y :f (δ t (y)) = σ tf (y)σ −t , t ∈ T }. As mentioned already, the opposite inclusion is generally true. Corollary 3.6. With the assumptions of the last theorem, the semigroup E f ib is isomorphic to
with pointwise semigroup product.
Proof. By the last theorem E f ib is isomorphic to the set of elements from y∈Y E f ib y which satisfy the covariance condition 3.1, equipped with pointwise multiplication. This condition determinesf along an orbit through its value on a single point of the orbit. Hence if we choose from each T -orbit of Y a representative and collect them in the setỸ ⊂ Y then E f ib is isomorphic to y∈Ỹ E f ib y . We have seen that E f ib y 0 ∼ = J , and E f ib y ∼ = G π for regular y.
How can we check the assumptions? To check that J generates E f ib y 0 we can employ the following sufficient criterion: All automorphisms of the dynamical system must commute with the T -action and hence with E(X). In particular, pE f ib y 0 p must be in the commutant of the subgroup of automorphisms which preserve the π-fibres. So if we compute the group p J p and find that it exhausts the commutant of the automorphism group then we know that E f ib y 0 must be J . Finally, the assumption that there is a single singular orbit determines the size of the equicontinuous factor. However, there is a competition: if the equicontinuous factor is too small then we cannot expect J to generate E f ib y 0 .
Bijective substitutions and their Ellis semigroup
Aperiodic primitive constant length substitutions θ : A → A ℓ define well-studied concrete examples of minimal Z-actions on totally disconnected space. Here we assume them to be bijective, acting on an s-letter alphabet A. The resulting dynamical system (X θ , σ) admits a natural equicontinuous factor π : (X θ , σ) → (Z ℓ , +1) onto the ℓ-adic integers, which identifies how points in X θ are tiled by substitution words. We will see in Proposition 4.2 that the factor map π is s-to-1 except on the orbit of y 0 = 0, where it is s (2) to 1, with s (2) is the number of legal two-letter words for θ, i.e. those that appear in some θ n (a). We provide an algorithm to compute E f ib 0
. Under the assumption that the substitution has trivial generalised height, a notion that we introduce below, we can apply Theorem 3.5 to determine E f ib (X). This determines E(X) up to the extension problem (2.3).
4.1. Generalities. We briefly summarise the notation and results concerning substitutions that we will need; for an extensive background see [4] or [9] . A substitution is a map from a finite set A, the alphabet, to the set of nonempty finite words (finite sequences) on A. We use concatenation to extend θ to a map on finite and infinite words from A. We say that θ is primitive if there is some k ∈ N such that for any a, a ′ ∈ A, the word θ k (a) contains at least one occurrence of a ′ . We say that a finite word is allowed for θ if it appears somewhere in some θ k (a), a ∈ A, k ∈ N. By iterating θ on any fixed letter in A, we obtain one-sided rightinfinite sequences u = u 0 . . . such that θ j (u) = u for some natural j. Similarily, by growing to the left, we can obtain one-sided left-infinite points v = . . . v −1 such that θ j (v) = v. A bi-infinite periodic point for θ is a concatenation of a left-infinite periodic point v = . . . v −1 and a right-infinite periodic point u = u 0 . . . provided that v −1 u 0 is an allowed word for θ. The substitution θ acts on bi-infinite sequences
The pigeonhole principle implies that there exist θ-periodic points. The θ-fixed points are precisely of the form θ ∞ (v) · θ ∞ (u) where vu is an allowed word for θ and where the · indicates the position between the negative indices and the nonnegative indices. We will use the notation v · u to denote this fixed point.
The substitution shift (X θ , σ) is the shift where the space X θ consists of all bi-infinite sequences all of whose subwords are allowed for θ. We equip X θ with the subspace topology of the product topology on A Z , making the left shift map σ a continuous Z-action. Primitivity of θ implies that (X θ , σ) is minimal.
We say that a primitive substitution is aperiodic if X θ does not contain any σ-periodic sequences. This is the case if and only if X θ is an infinite space.
The substitution θ has (constant) length ℓ if for each a ∈ A, θ(a) is a word of length ℓ. We can then write the substitution as follows: there are ℓ maps θ i : A → A, 0 ≤ i ≤ ℓ − 1, such that
for all a ∈ A. θ is thus uniquely determined by what we call its expansion, namely its representation as a concatenation of ℓ maps, which we write as
A substitution θ is bijective if it has constant length and each of the maps θ i is a bijection.
We say that the bijective θ is simplified if (1) every θ-periodic point is θ-fixed, so that in particular θ 0 = θ ℓ−1 = 1, and (2) each word θ(a) contains all letters from A. Given any bijective substitution θ, both properties will be satisfied by a large enough power θ n of θ. Since for any n ∈ N, X θ = X θ n , there will be no loss in generality in assuming that θ is simplified and this is henceforth a standing assumption.
A key result in the field of substutions is that any primitive aperiodic substitution θ is recognizable [18] , namely θ : X θ → θ(X θ ) has a continuous left inverse. For a substitution of constant length ℓ this means the following: Any bi-infinite sequence x = (x i ) i∈Z ∈ X θ can be uniquely decomposed into blocks of length ℓ such that (i) The i-th block is a substitution word θ(a i ), for some a i ∈ A.
Here we say that the 0-th block is the one which contains x 0 , and (ii) The sequence (a i ) i∈Z is an element of X θ .
4.2.
An equicontinuous factor with a unique orbit of singular fibres. Let θ be an aperiodic primitive substitution of length ℓ. Define
which is a clopen subset of X θ . Moreover,
In other words
The map π n can be described as follows. By recognisability of the substitution the point x = (x i ) i∈Z ∈ X θ can be uniquely decomposed into blocks of length ℓ as described above. Now set π 1 (x) := i if the 0th block starts at index −i (if we shift that block i units to the right then its first letter has index 0). This procedure can be performed with θ n yielding an analogous definition for π n (x). In particular, the π n are pattern equivariant (or local) and hence continuous. Note that if π n (x) = i, then π n+1 (x) ≡ i mod ℓ n . Therefore, the collection of these maps π n defines a continuous map
onto the inverse limit lim ← Z/ℓ n Z defined by the canonical projections Z/ℓ n+1 Z ։ Z/ℓ n Z. The inverse limit space can be identified with the space of left-sided sequences (y i ) i<0 = · · · y −2 y −1 , 0 ≤ y i < ℓ, and then π(x) = (y i ) i<0 is such that for each positive integer n, π n (x) = −1 i=−n ℓ −i−1 y i . It then follows that π • σ = (+1) • π where (+1) is addition of 1 = · · · 001 (only the last digit is not 0) with carry over. Its inverse on 0 = · · · 000 is given by (+1) −1 (0) = · · · ℓ −1 ℓ −1 ℓ −1 . In other words (X θ , σ) factors onto the odometer with ℓ digits (adding machine). This is the equicontinuous factor map with which we work. As the space is the space of ℓ-adic integers, we will denote it using the notation Z ℓ . (We note that standard notation for this space amongst researchers in aperiodic order is Z 1 ℓ . We stress that by Z ℓ we do not mean the finite cyclic group of ℓ elements.) Proposition 4.1. Let θ be a primitive aperiodic length ℓ substitution and π : X θ → Z ℓ be defined by (4.3). The fibre π −1 (0) contains exactly the θ-fixed points. These are in one-to-one correspondence with the allowed two letter words.
Proof. It is quickly seen that π • θ = (×ℓ) • π where (×ℓ) is multiplication by ℓ in Z ℓ and corresponds to left shift with adjoining a 0: (×ℓ)(· · · y −2 y −1 ) = · · · y −2 y −1 0. Hence any θ-fixed point is mapped by π to a (×ℓ)-fixed point in Z ℓ , and the only such one is 0. It also follows that θ must preserve π −1 (0). By recognisability, θ is injective on X θ . Hence it is injective on π −1 (0). We claim that π −1 (0) must be finite. To prove the claim let x, 0] . This shows that the elements of π −1 (0) are in one-to-one correspondence with the allowed two letter words, of which there are at most s 2 , and each of which yields a θ-fixed point.
Proposition 4.2. Let θ be a primitive aperiodic bijective substitution of length ℓ and let π : X θ → Z ℓ be defined by (4.3). Then the orbit of π −1 (0) is the only singular fibre orbit. The minimal rank is r π = s where s is the size of the alphabet.
Proof. Suppose that y = . . . y −2 y −1 does not belong to the Z-orbit of 0. This is the case precisely if for infinitely many n, y −n = 0 and, for infinitely many n, y −n = ℓ − 1. Now if we take x ∈ π −1 (y) and decompose it into substitution words θ n (a) of level n (as described above), then the substitution word θ n (a 0 ) which covers index 0 must be θ n (a 0 ) = x [kn,kn+ℓ n −1] where k n = − −1 i=−n ℓ −i−1 y −i . Since y −n = 0 for infinitely many n we have k n n→∞ −→ −∞, and since y −n = ℓ − 1 for infinitely many n we have k n + ℓ n − 1 n→∞ −→ = +∞. Furthermore, by bijectivity of θ, a 0 is uniquely determined by x 0 . It follows that x is uniquely determined by y and x 0 . Since there are exactly s choices for x 0 we see that r π = s.
We now show that π −1 (y) is a regular fibre if y does not belong to the orbit of Z. Suppose that x, x ′ were proximal. Then there exists n ∈ Z such that x n = x ′ n . In other words σ n (x) 0 = σ n (x ′ ) 0 . Also y + n does not belong to the Z-orbit of 0 and since σ n (x), σ n (x ′ ) ∈ π −1 (y + n) we conclude from the above that x = x ′ . Hence all points of π −1 (y) are pairwise non-proximal.
We have seen above that π −1 (y) has s (2) elements where s (2) is the number of allowed two letter words. Given that θ is aperiodic we must have s (2) > s. Thus π −1 (0) cannot be a regular fibre.
Corollary 4.3. Let θ be a primitive aperiodic substitution of constant length ℓ. If two points x, x ′ ∈ X θ are forward (or backward) proximal then they are forward (or backward) asymptotic. In particular the Ellis semigroup of (X θ , σ) is completely regular.
Proof. If two distinct points x, x
′ ∈ X θ are proximal then by Propositions 4.2 and 4.1 they must be fixed points of the (simplified) substitution. But then they must agree to the right or to the left. If they agree to the left then they are forward asymptotic whereas if they agree to the right they are backward asymptotic. 4.2.1. Remarks. The equicontinuous factor Z ℓ which we have described above for a primitive aperiodic substitution θ of constant length is not always the maximal equicontinuous factor 3 , i.e. there might be an intermediate equicontinuous factor X max . The relevant quantity which governs this is the height of the substitution. Consider a one-sided fixed point u = u 0 u 1 · · · of θ. The height h = h(θ) of θ is defined as
It turns out to be independent of the choice of u.
In view of what follows we also call this quantity the classical height. The following is shown by Dekking [8] , with partial results by Kamae [15] and Martin [17] .
Theorem 4.4. Let θ be a primitive aperiodic substitution of length ℓ and height h. Then the maximal equicontinuous factor of (X θ , σ) is (Z ℓ × Z/hZ, (+1) × (+1)).
4.3.
Automorphism groups of bijective substitutions. The automorphism group Aut(X, σ) of a dynamical system (X, σ) is the group, under composition, of all homeomorphisms of X which commute with σ. As in Section 2.5, if π : X → Y is an equicontinuous factor map, it induces π * : Aut(X) → Aut(Y ) ∼ = Y , and we can analogously define the kernel Aut f ib (X) which consists of the automorphisms which preserve the π-fibres. For bijective substitutions, Aut f ib (X θ ) is a well studied object: in the measurable setting, Lemanczyk and Mentzen [16] characterise it, and their characterisation follows through in both the measurable and topological setting to all constant length substitutions [19] . Namely Aut f ib (X θ ) is the centraliser of the group G θ generated by the θ i in the group of bijections of A. Since any automorphism is continuous, it is defined by a local rule.
Since the elements of E(X) are limits of generalised sequences of powers of σ, the automorphism group viewed as a subgroup of X X lies in the commutant of E(X). Thus Aut f ib (X) must commute with E f ib (X). Contrary to some elements of E f ib (X), the elements of Aut f ib (X) are always continuous and therefore any element of Aut f ib (X) is determined by its restriction to any fibre. Picking one regular fibre y we see that Aut f ib (X) is a subgroup of the permutation group of r π = s elements which commutes with E f ib y (X).
4.4.
The structural semigroup of θ. We wish to compute E f ib 0 (X θ ), the restriction of E f ib (X θ ) to the singular fibre π −1 (0) of the factor map π : X θ → Z ℓ . We let Σ θ := E f ib 0 (X θ )\{Id} and call it the structural semigroup of θ.
We view θ as an ordered collection of ℓ permutations of A as in (4.1). Then, to express θ 2 as an ordered collection of ℓ 2 bijections, note that
where here we stress that we treat the θ i 's as bijections of the alphabet (if we treat them as permutations on the indices, the numbering would change). Iterating we find, for any given n the ℓ n bijections (θ n ) i corresponding to the expansion of θ n .
Definition 4.5. Given a bijective substition θ, we define the structure group G θ to be the group generated by all the bijections (θ n ) i , n ∈ N, i = 0, · · · , ℓ n − 1, and its R-set by
Note that I θ is the collection of bijections we need to apply (from the left) to go from some element (θ n ) i−1 in the expansion of some power of the substitution to its successor (θ n ) i . The name R-set is motivated by the fact that I θ will label the right ideals of Σ θ . Lemma 4.6. If θ is simplified, then G θ is generated by I θ and
Proof. The first statement follows recursively as θ i = θ i θ −1 i−1 θ i−1 and θ 0 = 1. We prove the second statement for n = 2 as the general statement then follows by induction. Let (θ 2 ) i−1 (θ 2 ) i be two consecutive bijections in the expansion of θ 2 . We consider two cases, the first if (θ 2 ) i−1 (θ 2 ) i appears as two consecutive columns in a single substitution word, the second if it lies on the boundary, across two substitution words.
In the first case, (θ
and we are done as this last expression belongs to I. In the second case, , (θ
Since θ is simplified, θ 0 = θ ℓ−1 = 1, and here also we are done.
We will prove below: Theorem 4.7. Let θ be a primitive aperiodic bijective substitution. The structural semigroup Σ θ of θ is isomorphic to the matrix semigroup M[I θ ] where I θ is the R-set of θ.
We will first give an abstract description of Σ θ and then compute its Rees matrix form. Recall that E f ib 0 (X) is the restriction of E f ib (X) to the singular fibre π −1 (0); we have seen that this fibre consists precisely of the set of θ-fixed points. Any such fixed point x is uniquely determined by the two letter word x −1 x 0 and we saw that any allowed two letter word can occur. To describe the action of E f ib (X) on a fixed point we consider the set G (2) of all possible pairs of consecutive permutations (θ
We write them with a dot (θ
We note that the R-set is related to G (2) , namely
Notice also that G (2) is the same for any power of the substitution.
and suppose that g appears as (θ n ) j . Then, using the expansion of θ n obtained in Equation (4.6), we find that
appears as two consecutive columns in the expansion of θ n+k and hence belongs to G (2) for each g ∈ G.
As we assume that θ is simplified, we have (θ
where we have used that (θ 2) . Then E f ib contains an element f [L·R;+] which acts on the singular fibre π −1 (0) as
and it contains an element f [L·R;−] which acts on this fibre as
Proof. Recall we assume that θ is simplified, so that f ib . To construct elements in E(X θ ) which acts like a · b → L(a) · R(a) on the singular fibre we take ν ′ = ν − ℓ n with n and ν as above. Then the two-letter word σ ν ′ (a · b) [−1,0] is L(a) R(a) and, similarily we find 
It is easily checked that all elements of G
± act differently on π −1 (0).
Proof. Let A (2) be the set of allowed two letter words. We have seen that ab → a · b is a one-to-one correspondence between A (2) and the fixed points of the simplified substitution which constitute precisely the points of the fibre π −1 (0). Recall that E(X) is the union of E + (X) with E − (X). We consider first the case that ϕ ∈ Σ θ ∩ E + (X). As A (2) is finite there exists a positive ν such that, for all ab ∈ A (2) we have If ϕ ∈ Σ θ ∩ E − (X) we argue similarily: there exists a negative ν such that, for all ab ∈ A (2) we have
(2) and we conclude that ϕ is the restriction of a · b → L(a) · R(a).
We can compute the compositions of elements of G (2) ± , for example
and likewise
In this way we get
± with product given by
Proof. Combine Prop. 4.9 with Prop. 4.10 together with the fact that all [L · R; ǫ] act differently to see that there is a one-to-one correspondance between the elements of Σ θ and G
± . The form of the product is a direct calculation following the lines above.
Notice that the idempotents are precisely those elements of the form
Proof of Theorem 4.7. Given the result of Corollary 4.11 it remains to show that G
± is isomorphic to
Its injectivity is clear and its surjectivity is equivalent to Lemma 4.8. A direct calculation shows that it preserves the product structures. We note that (X θ , σ) is not an AI-extension of (Z 4 , +1); this can be seen by applying Martin's criterion, which we do not describe here (see [17] or [21] ); it suffices to note that θ admits seven two-letter words, has height one, and the set of two-letter words cannot be partitioned into sets of size three, creating an obstruction. Thus the techniques of [21] do not apply.
Generalized height.
Definition 4.13. Let I θ be the R-set of a bijective substitution θ and Γ be the group generated by {gh −1 : g, h ∈ I θ }. We call Γ the little structure group of θ.
We have seen in Lemma 2.2 that Γ is the Rees structure group of the subsemigroup generated by the idempotents of Σ θ . If I θ is a group and hence equal to G θ then Γ = G θ . But if I θ is not a group then Γ need not even be a normal subgroup of G θ ; see Section 4.6.2 for an example.
Lemma 4.14. Suppose that Γ is a normal subgroup. Denote by φ :
2 ) = 0. But all elements of Γ belong to the kernel of φ. Definition 4.15. Let θ be a primitive aperiodic bijective substitution with structure group G θ . Under the assumption that the little structure group Γ is a normal subgroup of G we call the order of φ(I θ ) ∈ G θ /Γ the generalised height of θ. Otherwise, the generalised height of θ is left undefined.
Note that, since I θ generates G θ , φ(I θ ) generates G θ /Γ. In particular, G θ /Γ ∼ = Z/hZ where h is the generalized height, and under this identification φ maps the elements of I θ to 1. Clearly h is trivial if and only if the idempotents of Σ θ generate all of Σ θ .
Generalized height can be interpreted as follows: The substitution understood in its expansion form θ = θ 0 | · · · |θ ℓ−1 defines a subshift (X Θ , σ) over the alphabet G θ . This subshift has a factor ψ : (X Θ , σ) → (G θ /Γ, τ ) where τ (φ(g)) = φ(I θ g), and the factor map is given by
Let us compare it to the classical notion of height, as defined in (4.4). We make some remarks that we will use in Lemma 4.16. Let u be any one-sided fixed point of θ. For a ∈ A, let i u (a) = min{k : u k = a}. We claim that the set {n ∈ N : u n = a} of occurences of a in u is contained in i u (a) + hN where h is as in (4.4). For, say that a occurs at indices i and j in u. Let v be the one-sided fixed point of θ that starts with a. By minimality there exists i 0 ∈ N 0 such that we see a in v at the indices i 0 + i and i 0 + j, a = v i 0 +i = v i 0 +j . Recall that the height h can be defined using any fixed point of θ. Taking v in place of u in Definition (4.4) we see that all indices at which we see an a in v are multiples of h. Thus h divides i−j, and our claim follows. Thus we can partition the alphabet into subsets A k := {a ∈ A : i u (a) ≡ k mod h} and σ(A k ) = A k+1 . Note also that if θ is simplified then {k : u k = u 0 } contains ℓ − 1 and hence the height must divide ℓ − 1.
Lemma 4.16. Let θ be a primitive aperiodic bijective substitution with structure group G θ and little structure group Γ. If θ has classical height h, then there is a surjective group homomorphism φ : G θ → Z/hZ such that for all g ∈ I θ we have φ(g) = 1.
Proof. We may assume that θ is simplified and hence the height h divides ℓ − 1. Fix an arbitrary one-sided fixed point u = u 0 u 1 · · · of θ. For a ∈ A, let i u (a) = min{k : u k = a}; we have seen that {n ∈ N : u n = a} is contained in i u (a) + hN. We now understand k and i u (a) as an index modulo h. As θ j (u k ) = u ℓk+j we see that i u (θ j (a)) − i u (a) ≡ (ℓ − 1)i u (a) + j. Since the height must divide ℓ − 1 we find (ℓ − 1)i u (a) + j ≡ j. Hence i u (θ j (a)) − i u (a) does not depend on a and so φ(θ j ) := i u (θ j (a))−i u (a) is a well defined map from {θ j , j ≥ 0} to Z/hZ. We compute i u (θ j ′ θ j (a)) ≡ j ′ + l(j + ℓi u (a)) ≡ j ′ + j + i u (a) and thus see that φ is multiplicative. It hence induces a surjective group homomorphism φ : G θ → Z/hZ. Clearly φ(θ j θ −1 j−1 ) = 1.
It follows from this lemma that, if the little structure group Γ is normal in G θ , then G θ /Γ factors onto Z/hZ. Indeed, necessarily φ(Γ) = 0. Thus nontrivial classical height leads to nontrivial generalised height and generalised height must be at least as large as classical height. In Section 4.6.2 we provide an example with trivial classical height but non-trivial generalised height. Proof. By Lemma 3.3 each idempotent of Σ θ ∪ {Id} is a restriction to π −1 (0) of an idempotent of E f ib (X θ ). The condition of trivialised height means that Σ θ ∪{Id} is generated by its idempotents. Hence each element of Σ θ ∪ {Id} is a restriction to π −1 (0) of an element of E f ib (X θ ) which acts trivially on regular fibres. By definition the restriction of any element of E f ib (X θ ) to π −1 (0) is an element of Σ θ ∪ {Id}. Hence the first statement.
The condition of trivialised height implies that all assumptions of Theorem 3.5 are verified. 4.6. Examples. We provide here a list of examples for M[I θ ] for primitive, aperiodic, bijective substitutions θ on a two-or a three-letter alphabet. We also calculate the little structure group Γ and Aut f ib (X θ ), which is the centraliser of G θ in the group of permutations of the alphabet. If the generalised height is trivial we apply Theorem 4.18 to obtain E f ib (X θ ). For arbitrary size of the alphabet we can say the following. There is no aperiodic bijective substitution with |I θ | = 1. If I θ contains two elements then Γ must be a cyclic subgroup of G θ . Furthermore, the generalised height is trivial for these substitutions and so they all have
M[S 2 ] is perhaps the simplest non-orthodox semigroup. Since S 2 is abelian, the centraliser of G θ is G θ . Thus all these substitutions have Aut f ib (X θ ) = S 2 , generated by the map ω which exchanges the two letters.
The simplest example of this type is the Thue-Morse substitution, θ(a) = ab, θ(b) = ba, where the above result has been obtained by Marcy Barge in a direct calculation [5] .
4.6.2.
A three-letter alphabet. If G θ is a subgroup of S 2 ⊂ S 3 then we reproduce the above results for the semigroup, but these can never be realised by a primitive substitution on three letters, as one letter would stay fixed. So we consider the two possible other cases, G θ = A 3 ∼ = Z/3Z and G θ = S 3 . For G θ = S 3 , we give below examples where Γ = Z/2Z or Γ = Z/3Z. We also give an example where G θ = Z/3Z, which, for nonperiodic θ, forces Γ = Z/3Z. Aut f ib (X θ ) = Z/3Z and generated by ω. There is an obvious generalisation of this example to s > 3.
